Case Study: Moving 1400 Workflows Using Sharegate

SharePoint: A Versatile Platform
Complemented by Third-Party Tools
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Migrating Workflows Between Two SharePoint
We have a customer in the UK, a manufacturer of advanced-technology equipment. They use
SharePoint and Nintex to manage information throughout their business. Those solutions are
crucial; if they’re down, their business is down.
This customer was on SharePoint 2007; they had to migrate to 2013 because their version
was no longer supported. But it was a challenge: 1,400 Nintex workflows, many large and
complex, that wouldn’t migrate cleanly, and that would have to be fixed or rewritten —
at a cost of up to $20,000 each. A single Nintex workflow progress table with 28 million
rows of data. No single traditional tool would have done the job. Fortunately, we
discovered Sharegate.

“ Sharegate absolutely makes us more competitive. It’s an outstanding
tool to have when discussing migration with a client.”
- Jason Blair, Senior Solutions Consultant Synergy

66%
COST SAVING

Working With Sharegate
Everything that Sharegate told us about their product
was true. The initial attraction was that Sharegate
partners with Nintex. That’s a real value-add in the
SharePoint space. It means the Nintex workflows
migrate far more cleanly than they would otherwise.
Saw a significant reduction in the amount of custom
development we needed to do because of that.

We’ve worked with all the large tools providers. Their software is powerful, but we’ve never
found them easy to deal with; they’re focused on sales, not on partner and customer support.
Sharegate was exactly the opposite. The vast majority of the migration worked fine; but when
we had an issue due to peculiarities of the customer environment, such as that massive
database, they were enormously responsive. They immediately worked with us to identify the
problem and address it. In the 25 years I’ve been in this business, Sharegate is the only
company I’ve seen that has modified its product to support a customer on a particular
project. And they were fast. It took them 10 days for a tool that would migrate every item we
had a problem with.

And we never reached out to
higher ups at Sharegate for help;
we went through normal channels.
So I think our experience is
probably typical of what any
partner or customer would receive.
Sharegate absolutely proved to
me without a shadow of a doubt

“ Sharegate is the only company
I’ve seen that has modified its
product to support a customer
on a particular project. ”
- Jason Blair, Senior Solutions Consultant Synergy

that they are responsive.
The total migration took five and a half months, mostly planning and testing. The actual
migration took just seven days of that. We worked over a long holiday weekend and when
they came back to work Monday morning, all critical workflows and 85% of total workflows
were running on the upgrade. We took another three days to do the less impactful workflows.
That’s half of the time it would likely have taken with traditional tools and major amounts of
fixing and rewriting.

7 DAYS
OF ACTUAL MIGRATION

The migration cost was about one-third of what it
otherwise would have been. The customer was very
pleased with the huge savings of time and cost that
they got with Sharegate. It was a big bonanza for
them and the migration exceeded their expectations.

Become More Competitive Using Sharegate
Sharegate absolutely makes us more competitive. It’s an outstanding tool to have when
discussing migration with a client.
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